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International Transportation 

Price Matters, But  
At What Cost?

A comprehensive guide to help logistics managers assess supply  

chain strategy, align logistics infrastructure and mitigate risk.
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Today’s supply chain leaders are challenged with increased  

information and complexity when planning and executing. Over the  

past fifteen years global trade activity has increased over 60%.  

Though recent years have seen the growth trend slow due to a global economic slowdown, economists 

forecast the pace of growth to increase. What does this mean for companies buying and selling with 

partners in other countries?

For purchasing and sourcing, it means more diversity and complexity in the supply of raw materials, 

components and finished goods. Businesses must now ask - Who is my supplier’s supplier? What is the 

country of origin for components sourced in multiple countries, then assembled in another? How do  

I control quality of a multi-tiered supplier base?

For sales and delivery it means omni-channel distribution, consumer level delivery to clients in other 

countries, an export compliance program, foreign to foreign sales, deeper consideration for “Terms  

of Sale”, to name a few.

The layered and stretched relationships with suppliers and customers create more risk in the transport 

and delivery of goods. Deliveries often require multi-mode transportation, transiting several points, and 

can be put at risk for many reasons. These include compliance and documentation as you cross borders, 

natural disasters, labor disruption, carrier capacity, supplier production disruption and more.

To help manage this complexity and risk, 3PL providers can bring significant value in cost management, 

risk management, and visibility. Choosing the right 3PL to fit your business is critical. Some 3PLs are 

large, providing a global footprint with well-established services though may be less flexible. Others are 

smaller, regional providers that may better serve mid to small market companies with more flexibility 

and customization of services; still other may specialize in specific commodity groups, or geographies. 

This eBook is intended as a guide to provoke internal thought about your supply chain strategy,  

partnerships, and execution. We hope you will find the information and resources listed valuable  

to your business and the decisions you face day to day..

-Russ Romine, VP International Logistics

 LEGACY Supply Chain Services
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Supply chain strategy is the foundation for a successful international 

transportation management. From sourcing and procurement to  

analysis, planning and FTZ administration, international transportation 

managers must have confidence that their providers are proactive  

in keeping this foundation strong.

Supply Chain Strategy
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1. Off-shoring

In the 1970s, 80s and 90s, companies largely began to move their manufacturing operations  

offshore or found vendors in Asia to take advantage of cheap labor costs. Although labor costs  

dropped significantly, the longer term result was a more fragmented and longer supply chain,  

with many possibilities for disruption.  

Over the past few decades, there have been three high level trends 

in global sourcing and manufacturing. The ebb and flow of these 

trends shift over time and from industry to industry.

Sourcing

Supply Chain Strategy 
Sourcing
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3. Re-shoring 

Re-shoring is becoming more prominent as companies are seeing quantifiable benefit to sourcing  

manufacturing back in the US. Economic incentives, shortening of the supply chain, an increased  

focus on green supply chain and increasing brand goodwill are major drivers.

2. Near-sourcing

As global markets evolved, especially in South America, companies have made efforts to move  

manufacturing and sourcing back closer to the US. Although this has shortened some supply chains,  

undeveloped economies in certain regions can increase risk of disruption from crime, political unrest  

and general unsavory business conditions. 

Supply Chain Strategy 
Sourcing
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Download the Guide

How confident are you in your terms of sale? 

If you come across a supplier who refuses to agree to certain INCOTERMS, or tells you that certain terms 

are industry standard or that various services must be bundled together in order to work, this could be a 

sign that your INCOTERMS agreement might be concealing unknown charges. 

For example, if you are shipping under DAP (Deliver at Place) terms from the shipper’s door, and your sup-

plier is reluctant to change to EXW (Ex-Works) or even FOB (Free on Board) terms, they may be hiding 

extra charges in the per unit cost and camouflaging the charges as “transportation costs.”  

 

It’s important that you understand all of the terms and conditions of your INCOTERMS. If you don’t 

understand  a certain term, be sure to check the explanation with multiple sources to ensure that you are 

getting fair terms.

INCOTERMS (International Commercial Terms) are published by the International  

Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and used in international commercial transactions  

or procurement processes. 

Procurement

Download our helpful INCOTERMS Guide to learn more about associated obligations and risks

Supply Chain Strategy 
Procurement

http://legacyscs.com/incoterms-reference-guide/
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Transportation Analysis & Planning 

Analyzing transportation lanes and modes regularly will ensure that  

inefficiencies are identified quickly and solutions can be  

planned accordingly. 

Sound transportation analysis looks at many different factors including  

demand forecasting, supplier location and capacity, inventory location,  

service level requirements and transportation costs to help  

evaluate your supply chain network. 

- Diversifying with NVOCCs

- Utilizing FTZs 

- Strategic network of distribution centers  

  (dedicated or multi-client models)

- Multi-mode transportation optimization

- Freight management alternatives

- Reverse logistics opportunities

This allows you to intelligently consider alternate logistics  

options, such as:

To learn more about how strong data analysis can uncover  

opportunities within your supply chain, read more below.

Further Reading

Supply Chain Network Analysis: 

 Walmart’s New E-Commerce Facility 

Read Full Article

Freight, Supply Chain and Transportation  

Analyses on Talking Logistics 

Read Full Article 

Supply Chain Strategy 
 Transportation Analysis & Planning

http://www.as-w.com/services/freight-supply-chain-and-transportation-analyses/
http://legacyscs.com/supply-chain-network-analysis-ecommerce/
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FTZ Support 

An FTZ, or Foreign Trade Zone, is a valuable tool for international businesses, and has many benefits for  

international commerce companies. Using a FTZ can help your business manage your materials, reduce  

costs and increase flexibility. 

 

 

When you’re looking for a transportation  

provider, make sure they are familiar with FTZs. 

A 3PL well-versed in international supply chain 

strategy will understand how to unlock the  

potential benefits of an FTZ, and able to  

provide you with support on the setup and  

administrative process involved.

Benefits

- Duty Deferral and Elimination

- Inverted Tariff Relief

- Ad Valorem Tax Relief 

- Damaged or Non-Conforming Items

- Exportation Requirements

Further Reading

5 Benefits of Using a Foreign  

Trade Zone (FTZ) 

Read Full Article  

Supply Chain Strategy 
 FTZ Support

http://legacyscs.com/5-benefits-using-foreign-trade-zone-ftz/
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International transportation managers should be intimately familiar 

with the infrastructure supporting the transportation of their goods. 

It’s crucial to partner with the best providers, benefit from the latest  

in technological advancements and have access to all of the current  

compliance resources available.

Logistics Infrastructure
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Logistics providers offer the benefits of strategic alliances and strong global partnerships. 

There are three basic functions offered by an international logistics provider: 

Logistics Providers

Function One

Movement of Goods

Function Two

Ensuring that goods move  

across borders

Function Three 

Visibility to movement of goods

Logistics Infrastructure 
Logistics Providers
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Asset-based carriers including steamship lines, truckers and airline carriers—depending on the size of 

business and freight volume—usually offer some stability in terms of capacity and pricing. 

Non Asset-based providers leverage relationships with many different transportation providers allowing 

shippers more flexibility when capacity tightens up, and the freedom to move goods without a significant 

commitment of a complex or long-term contract.

Asset Based Providers

Non-Asset Based Providers

Competitive large volume  

pricing, focused service,  

predictability, dedicated assets.

Mode neutral and carrier neutral. Has  

flexibility to offer best mode and carrier to  

service a variety of shipper needs.

Limited on service diversity and reach, not  

able to provide end to end service  

on all modes/lanes.

Does not own capacity. May be less price  

competitive than asset based providers  

for very high volume shippers. 

Cons

Cons

Pros

Pros

Logistics Infrastructure 
Logistics Providers
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3PL Partners & Freight Forwarders 

An experienced 3PL partner brings with it a strong global freight forwarding network that allows  

shippers to be in tune with the potential risk of foreign suppliers, vendors and countries of origin.  

A mix of traditional asset-based and third party logistics providers  

make your business competitive in the marketplace. 

Carrier neutral. Can offer competitive 

service with multiple carriers and multiple 

sailings. Can also support pickup, delivery 

and clearance of goods.

Able to provide all modes of services, 

wide reach of global capability, specialized 

services, value-added resources including 

technology, engineering & strategic con-

sulting. Can provide end-to-end solutions.

May be less price competitive than asset 

based providers for very high  

volume shippers. 

Like an NVOCC, does not own  

transportation assets and may be less 

price competitive for very large shippers 

in a specific lane.

Cons

Cons

Pros

Pros

NVOCCs
An NVOCC, or Non-Vessel Operating Common Carrier, is able to issue contracts directly with shippers,  

but does not own the transportation assets. This allows for smaller up-front contracts, and shipping  

through an NVOCC does not lock a company into one carrier. 

Logistics Infrastructure 
Logistics Providers
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In the logistics industry, technology is the dividing line between companies  

that are simply competent and ones that are truly competitive.

Technology & Visibility

Assess Your Needs &  

Existing Technology

The complexity of your supply chain will 

dictate the level of sophistication you 

require in your systems. Simple, daily 

track and trace functionality may not be 

enough to give you the insight you need 

into your supply chain. Perhaps your  

customers’ demands dictate a more  

detailed view of purchase order level  

tracking, or visibility into inventory  

stock levels.  

Perhaps your supply chain is so complex, 

and your order to shelf time is so tight 

that you need to integrate your own  

ERP platform with a provider’s TMS to  

provide an end-to-end view of product 

flow from origin to shelf. 

State of Current Industry  

Technology

As logistics technology becomes  

increasingly sophisticated, supply chain  

companies must be vigilant to stay on 

top of trends. This includes keeping an  

eye on how innovative companies are 

using technology successfully. 

Wal-Mart’s new e-commerce facility was 

one such industry advancement, giving 

them more flexibility, mitigating supply 

chain risk and utilizing an intermodal 

ramp for a more adaptable supply chain 

process. Read more about their e-com-

merce facility in our blog post,  

Supply Chain Network Analysis: 

Walmart’s New E-Commerce Facility.

Logistics Infrastructure 
Technology & Visibility
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Visibility Is Everything

Advanced international supply chain visibility allows you to proactively plan and avoid potential 

issues. Leveraging the power of Tier 1 Supply Chain Technology is one of the most valuable  

benefits a 3PL partner can bring to your business- and can be the difference in having your  

product slowed down by a disruptive event and finding a quick solution to keep it moving  

across international borders.

An International TMS/Freight Forwarding System  

can provide:

- Customized shipping workflows to govern the day-to-day  

    requirements of your shipping operation

- Real-time status messaging to give visibility to ocean and  

    air freight shipments

- Online transportation documents management

- Transportation analytics and dashboard KPI visibility

- Purchase order-level tracking

- Visibility to Customs clearance status and documentation

- Inland pickup and delivery status

Further Reading

Supply Chain Optimization: How to 

Alleviate Common Pain Points 

Read Full Article  

Logistics Infrastructure 
Technology & Visibility

http://legacyscs.com/supply-chain-optimization/
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While experienced international shippers will have a good grasp on compliance guidelines, 

they must still stay on top of current trends and updates to the process and guidelines and 

being aware of the global economic and legislative climate is paramount.

International Compliance

Resource One 

CBP: Comprehensive guide on importing into the  

US     Customs Border and Protection

Resource Two 

US FDA: Helpful information if importing food, drug  

and other related products  

US Food & Drug Administration

Resource Three 

HTS: a guide for imported product classification   

Harmonized Tariff Schedule

Resource Four 

Dept. of Homeland Security/CBP:   

Checklist for Reasonable Care Compliance

Resource Five 

USDA: for importing agricultural products  USDA APHIS

Resource Six 

C-TPAT: a recommended program for all  

importers   Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism

Resource One 

BIS: Exporters first point of reference for  

compliance, training, EAR/commerce control

Bureau of Industry and Security

Resource Two 

OFAC: Exporters have ultimate responsibility 

on who they do business with

Office of Foreign Assets and Controls

Resource Three 

Census: Exporters must ensure their goods are 

in compliance   US Census Bureau

Resource Four 

US DOC: news & info from the US Dept of 

Commerce    US Department of Commerce

Here are a few resources to help keep you 

in the know, and keep your cargo moving: 

Import Export

Logistics Infrastructure 
International Compliance

http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Importing%20into%20the%20U.S.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/
http://www.usitc.gov/tata/hts/bychapter/index.htm
http://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/documents/icp021_3.pdf
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/wps/portal/aphis/home/
http://www.cbp.gov/border-security/ports-entry/cargo-security/c-tpat-customs-trade-partnership-against-terrorism
http://www.bis.doc.gov/
http://www.treasury.gov/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/schedules/b/
http://www.commerce.gov/
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Supply chain forecasting & planning activities must take into  

account future effects of regulation changes.  

What works today might not work tomorrow, and the only way to stay ahead is to  

continually educate yourself on the regulatory climate that could impact the regions affect-

ing your supply chain. Legislation, such as 2014’s WRRDA, can have enormous impact on 

supply chains today, and also down the road. Those who are aware of the future impacts of  

regulatory change will adapt earlier, and be able to mitigate through potential disruption. 

Forecasting & Planning

Further Reading

Does Your Company Have An International  

Trade Compliance Program? 

Read Full Article

What Shippers and Supply Chain Managers 

Need to Know About International Compliance 

Read Full Article  

Logistics Infrastructure 
Forecasting & Planning

http://legacyscs.com/international-compliance-supply-chain-managers/
http://legacyscs.com/company-international-trade-compliance-program/
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US Customs & Border Crossing 

Bringing goods across the border isn’t just a matter of 

crossing a checkpoint. Not knowing the ins and outs 

of the regions in your trade lanes can cost you days 

or even weeks of transportation delays if you are not 

prepared.

Make sure that your international transportation providers have:

Regulatory Expertise 

Do you know the regulatory standards for your material/product?

Regional Expertise 

Local expertise, especially having a physical presence in the region, contributes 

to better communication and faster turnaround time at ports and Customs 

checkpoints.

Customs Expertise 

A Licensed US Customs Broker can provide you with up-to-date knowledge  

of Customs and border crossing guidelines.

Logistics Infrastructure 
US Customers & Border Crossing
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Modern providers with online approval setup will allow for timely, accurate Customs and 

Compliance clearances. Many of the disruptions mentioned earlier in this ebook can impact 

Customs and Compliance as well—specifically as it comes to political unrest and trade  

sanctions that can change rapidly. 

Ensure that your network of logistics providers are all in alignment 

with current security framework in the US and abroad.

Having a partner that can work with you to help you understand  

where the risk points are—that’s really important.”

Watch VP of Transportation Russ Romine discuss international  

transportation to Talking Logistics’ Adrian Gonzalez:

Logistics Infrastructure 
US Customs & Border Crossing

http://legacyscs.com/international-transporation-complexity/
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After all, much of international transportation—really all transportation for that matter—

comes down to timely, accurate and visible transportation documentation, including:

Bill of Lading (Master, House)  |  Commercial Invoice  |  Packing List  |  Carnet

Temporary Import License  |  Ghost Bill of Lading  |  Letter of Credit  |  Arrival Notice

Documentation Services 

International transportation documentation has largely been augmented with  

technology, however it is still a crucial and often overlooked service in the supply chain. 

There are also significant documentation requirements when talking about declaring  

product value and description for export, Customs and border crossing and other 

more technical supply chain functions.

Logistics Infrastructure 
Documentation Services
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Bundled Logistics Services 

Bundling services is one of the easiest ways to add value into your supply chain. Not  

only do you save the time and effort of coordinating separate providers with each other,  

you also benefit from value-add services that single-service providers may not offer.

Creative Solutions 

Efficiency 

Service Levels 

Supply Chain Infrastructure

A single source provider is  

empowered to find alternative  

options to move goods through  

the supply chain to optimize  

transportation spend and  

avoid delays. 

Integrating transportation, Customs 

clearance, drayage, warehousing and 

distribution functions helps reduce 

unnecessary handoff transactions.

With increased communication  

and collaboration, a higher level  

of customer service is achieved. 

Leverage an existing network of 

systems, transportation resources 

and distribution facilities.

Communication

Better cross-channel communi- 

cation with a single provider, as well  

as syncing up of supply chain  

technology systems.

Results

Transit Times 

Routing Costs 

On-Time Delivery 

Transportation Costs

Logistics Infrastructure 
Bundled Logistics Services
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Learn more about the benefits of outsourcing  
distribution on our blog

In addition to the above benefits, having a single service provider simply means that your  

provider will have a deep understanding of your business, your product, the process of  

distributing your product, and your customers’ needs. 

Further Reading

What To Look For In Third-Party Logistics  

Service Providers 

Read Full Article

Recent International Cargo Shipping Rate  

Increases a Cause for Concern: Why You 

Should Be Using a 3PL Provider 

Read Full Article  

Logistics Infrastructure 
Bundled Logistics Services

http://legacyscs.com/international-cargo-shipping-rate-increases-asia/
http://legacyscs.com/logistics-service-providers/
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How do I maintain control of my logistics operation when outsourcing  

to one or many providers?

A proper client-outsourced partner relationship gives the client control through established performance  

metrics, and gives the provider the control to execute supply chain functions to meet and exceed these  

metrics. Learn more about establishing the right levels of supply chain control in this interview with  

LEGACY president Mike Glodziak on Adrian Gonzalez’ Talking Logistics: Does Outsourcing to a 3PL  

Mean Losing Control?: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Does getting a slightly better price matter if I can’t get my provider  

on the phone when I need them?

Make sure that your provider gives you the contact information of single point of contact, who will be  

available at all times if you have questions about your goods in transit. If you can’t locate your provider  

when you need an answer, marginal cost savings can turn into a big liability.

High-Touch Service 

In today’s supply chain, especially the ocean transportation market, price differs marginally 

from provider to provider. The way businesses can make their supply chain a differential  

advantage is by evaluating logistics providers on the value-added service they provide.

Questions to consider when evaluating levels of service:

Logistics Infrastructure 
High-Touch Service

http://legacyscs.com/outsourcing-3pl-mean-losing-control/
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Am I able to have advanced visibility to my freight?

Does your provider offer 24/7 visibility to your cargo? Current technology supports real-time visibility, and 

is now an industry standard, allowing you to see where your goods are at any time. True advanced visibility is 

knowing where your cargo is at all times—and being able to talk to a person about where it is going. Technology 

and service alleviates uncertainty and allows you to service your own clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do I have a resourceful partner who will proactively look for solutions  

to potential transportation problems—either before my shipment leaves  

or during transit?

Your logistics operation should never be placed on autopilot. You should hear from logistics providers often 

regarding ways that they can continue to get you a better price, faster delivery or an update of a possible  

supply chain disruption that they are monitoring. 

Is being a small fish in a big pond affecting my ability to service my customers? 
Again, saving a few dollars can result in delivery uncertainty when your booking gets bumped for a company 

with larger freight volume. These considerations have a much larger impact on your ability to service customers 

than do the incremental savings gained by going with the low cost logistics provider. 

Logistics Infrastructure 
High-Touch Service
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After a strong supply chain strategy is in place and the logistics  

infrastructure is solid, risk mitigation becomes the constant focus of  

an international transportation manager. The maximum information  

and most expert evaluation leads to decreased risk and a more stable  

supply chain. 

The answer to mitigating supply chain risk cannot be increasing alternate  

inventory levels and having additional suppliers in the mix—that defeats  

your whole supply chain optimization strategy. 

Risk Mitigation
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Mitigating risk in your supply chain comes down to two main  

factors: education and knowing your trade lanes.

As our own VP of Transportation Russ Romine discussed in his interview on risk  

mitigation with Adrian Gonzalez on the aforementioned episode of Talking  

Logistics —knowing the trade lines translates to faster delivery and fewer problems  

with international transportation. You need a provider that is savvy enough to  

anticipate problems while familiar enough with the everyday complexities to keep  

your international cargo moving.  

We frequently discuss supply chain disruptions on our blog, including how you can  

mitigate the risk of riots, strikes, embargoes and severe weather. 

Further Reading

Recent International Cargo Shipping Rate  

Increases a Cause for Concern: Why You  

Should Be Using a 3PL Provider 

Read Full Article 

West Coast Labor Uncertainty Continues  

to Feed Supply Chain Disruption 

Read Full Article  
 

Risk Mitigation 
Freight Strategy

http://legacyscs.com/west-coast-strike-supply-chain-disruption-takeaways/
http://legacyscs.com/international-cargo-shipping-rate-increases-asia/
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Potential Risk ConsiderationFreight Strategy

Price Stability 

There are many ways to predict your freight spend  

and achieve stability, such as signing long term fixed  

rate pricing. This is also a good way to help mitigate the 

fluctuations associated with constant GRI and PSS that 

carriers implement at different times each year.

Capacity 

If capacity is an issue and your shipments are  

constantly getting rolled, you may need to expand  

your carrier options.

Flexibility 

Are your shipments always ready from your supplier  

on Fridays, yet your contracted carrier only has ETD  

on Fridays, causing your goods to sit for a week before 

departure?

Service 

You have a shipment on the water that is set to arrive in 5 

days, and you just found out that your customer needs it 

delivered to a different destination. Will your  

transportation provider be able to deliver?

Visibility 

Your shipment was supposed to deliver to your dock 

yesterday, but it didn’t, and you haven’t heard from your 

transportation provider…

This may not be maximizing your per shipment 

profit if you are locked into long term pricing. If the 

market rates decrease, you will still be  

paying the higher contracted long term rate.

It’s good to have many carrier options, giving you  

flexibility to move bookings when capacity gets tight. 

This is a strong point for NVOCCs/3PLs.

If you are locked into a single carrier, you will not only  

be limited to destinations called by that carrier, but you  

will also be limited to that carrier’s departure dates  

and transit times.

When choosing a transportation provider, you want to 

find a good fit in terms of Cost vs. Service. If you are a 

small to mid-size shipper, you may be overlooked by the 

larger freight forwarders and carriers.

Having a transportation provider with real-time web 

tracking and auto notifications can not only give you 

better peace of mind, but may also be the difference 

between retaining customers and providing great 

customer service to your client. 

Risk Mitigation 
Freight Strategy
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Conclusion

International Transportation is a complex industry, and keeps even seasoned 

global logistics veterans on their toes.  

 

The topics covered in this eBook can help lay a strong foundation, and  

combined with an experienced international supply chain provider, can  

keep your business competitive in the global landscape.

If you have questions about how LEGACY’s international transportation  

experts can help your business as a partner and a dedicated logistics provider, 

please let us know. We are always happy to discuss how we can improve,  

grow and protect your business.  

 

Visit us now at LEGACYscs.com.

http://legacyscs.com/contact/

